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Abstract 
We show that the reduced double S’-transfer map 72 :CP” A CP” -+ S-’ factors through 
the second stage of the chromatic filtration localized at the prime 2, which enables us to put the 
calculation of the 2-primary part of the double transfer image into practice. 
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Introduction 
In [2,7], a factorization of the double St-transfer map is constructed. The S’-transfer 
map T:@Pc + S -’ is a stable map given by the transfer construction on the principal 
S’-bundle over the complex projective space CP” (cf. [4,9,10]), where CP$ = C.P” V 
So. Then, r2 = 7 A 7: @P,” A @PC + S2 is called the double transfer map, and 
Knapp [9] has investigated its effect on filtration 2 phenomena in the stable homotopy 
theory. The authors of [7] and [2] have given a map ~2 : CP,” A CP$ -+ Ce4N2 with 
61622~2 = 1-2 when they are localized at any odd prime, and applied it to extend Knapp’s 
results. Here 6162 : Ce2N2 + C-t Ni t So is the composition of the maps which 
realize the chromatic filtration geometrically, given by Ravenel [l 11, up to the second 
stage. However, when they are localized at the prime 2, we do not have any map u : @P;A 
@.P$ + Ce4N2 which satisfies 6162~ = 72 (cf. [7, Remark 3.201). 
The purpose of this paper is to show and apply the fact that, if we restrict T on the 
wedge summand CP” and consider the map T : @P + S-’ called the reduced S’- 
transfer map, then the double transfer map 72 = 7 A 7 has a factorization by a map 
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u;! : @P” A C’P” + CP4N2 even if they are localized at 2. (See Theorem 8.) Thus, in 
order to gain some perspective of the double transfer map from the factorization in the 
case of prime 2, we have only to substitute 72 for 72, which loses no essential nature 
of the double transfer map. As a result, the factorization of 72 leads us to determine the 
image of (7~)~ : n,S(CP A @P’“)(z) -+ rri+2 (S’)(z) in some range, with the aid of the 
results in [ 12,131. We state such computational result in Theorem 10. 
The difference between the cases of an odd prime and 2 is well represented by the 
geometrical realization of N2. By Bousfield [5], Nz is equivalent to the Q/Z(,)-coefficient 
Ad-spectrum which is the fiber of the stable Adams operation $4 - 1 on the Q/Z,,,- 
coefficient real K-theory KO, for each prime p, where q is an integer which reduces to 
a generator of the unit group of Z/p2 if p is odd and q = 3 if p = 2. For odd prime p 
we can use the p-localized complex K-theory instead of KO, which is essential to the 
factorization in [7,2], but it is not allowed in the case of p = 2. We shall see that the 
cofiber of 7 behaves well with the KO-theory and r does not, and it implies the reason 
why we should restrict r to 7. 
In Section 1, we analyze the caliber of 7 and demonstrate the last comment. Section 2 
is devoted to show Theorem 8 and Theorem 10. 
Throughout the paper, the cohomology and homology groups are always assumed to be 
reduced, and Ei = E”(S’) and Ei = Ei (So) denote the coefficient groups of a spectrum 
E. Also, the spectra and maps to be considered are all in the stable homotopy category. 
1. Cofiber of the transfer map 
Let p : S2n+’ + CP” be the canonical projection. Then, for the map p x i : S2n+i + 
@P” x R2(‘““), where i is the inclusion map, the Thorn construction gives a stable map 
T(pxi):@pon=QlpnVSO~C-‘(S 27Lf’ V So). The S’-transfer map T : @PC -+ S-t 
is defined to be the composition of T(p x i) and the collapsing map S2n+’ + {*}. Then, 
the reduced S’-transfer map 7: C:P” -+ S-’ is the restriction of 7. Since the S’-transfer 
maps CP,” + S-’ are compatible for different n, we will write @P and CPa for CP” 
and @PC with 1 < n < co. We let < denote the canonical line bundle over CP. 
It is shown in [9, lo] that the cofiber of T : C-iC:Pa -+ Se2 is homotopy equivalent to 
@P_ 1, where CP- 1 is the Thorn spectrum of -<. Let W be the cofiber of 7 : C-‘CP + 
S2. Then, the inclusion i’ : CP + @PO induces a map i : W -+ CP_ 1, and the following 
diagram is commutative up to sign: 
(1) 
In ordinary cohomology theory HZ, we have an Euler class IC E H2(@P; Z) of < 
and the Thorn class U_“l E H-*(@P-I ; Z) with U~,Z = j*( 1). As for the complex K- 
theory K, we put X = [[- I] E K’(@P), and denote by t E Kz 2 Z the Bott generator. 
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Then we can take t-’ X E K2(@P) as the K-theory Euler class of <, and a K-theory 
Thorn class UF, E K-2((fZP-1) with U!,t-‘X = j*(l). Thus, for the Chern character 
ch: K*(-) + H*(-;Q), it holds thatch(X) = e” - 1 and ch(U_K,) = Ut,~z/(e” - 1). 
We define U$ = (;)*(U_H,) E H-*(W;Z) and U$ = (a)*(U_“,) E Ke2(W). Then the 
following is clear: 
Lemma 1. Let E = HZ or K. Then, 
(i) E*(W) ” E*{UE} @j*(E*(@P)), and j* is a monomorphism, 
(ii) ,* : E*(@P_ ) 1 + E*(W) is surjective and Ker(i*) = E*{j*(l)}, and 
(iii) ch(U$) = Ugx/(ez - 1). 
Let KO be the real K-theory, c : KO + K the complexification, and ph = ch o 
c : KO* (-) A H* (--; Q) the Pontrjagin character. By [6], K02i(cP2m) is a free abelian 
group and K02if’(QIP2m) = 0 for m > 0, hence it follows that j* : KOi(@P) -+ 
K02(W) is injective for any i. 
We notice that -< is not KO-orientable, and therefore there is no KO-theory Thorn 
class in KO*(@P_1). On the other hand, the next proposition shows that KO*(W) has 
an element w which behaves as if it were a KO-theory Thorn class, a fact which plays 
an important role in Section 2 in constructing the factorization of 55. 
Proposition 2. There is an element w E KOe2(W) which satisfies the following: 
(i) KOp2(W) = Z(w) @ j*(KO-*(@P)), 
(ii) i*(w) is a generator of KOV2(F2), und 
(iii) c(w) = Ug in Ke2(W). 
Proof. For the conjugation (), we have v; = U&, that is UK w is self conjugate. In fact, 
since UF,,t-‘X = j*(l) and X = -X/(1 +X), we have OF, = 275, + tj*(l). Thus, 
by Lemma l(ii), vi = ?(8!,) = z*(UF,) = l_Jk. 
We consider the following Anderson exact sequence [l] concerning the self conjugate 
K-theory KC: 
KO-2(W) -=-+ KC-*(W) - KO’(W). (2) 
Let Ic : KC2(W) + K-*(W) be the homomorphism which assigns to each self con- 
jugate bundle its underlying complex vector bundle. Then, c = /G&C, and U$ = k(U’) 
for some U’ E KCp2( W) since UG IS self conjugate. Moreover, we can take U’ as 
an element of Image(&c), since KO’(W) Z KO’((CP) and KO’((CP*“) = 0 for any 
m 3 0. Hence, we have an element w E KOp2(W) satisfying c(w) = U,$ as in (iii). 
w satisfies (ii), since c(i*(w)) = i*(Ug) 1s a g enerator of K-2(S-2) Z KO-2(S-2). 
Then (i) follows from the split short exact sequence 
0 + KO-2(@P) + KO-2(W) -+ KO-2(S-2) -+ 0 
induced from the upper cofibering in (l), which completes the proof. c] 
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In the remainder of this section, we define two elements V E KOW2(@P; Q) and 
L(Y) E K02(CP;Q) h’ h w IC are necessary in the next section. 
We put U] = (hH)-](Ug) E 7r;2(W;Q), where hH :r;2(W;Q) + Hh2(W;Q) is 
the Hurewicz isomorphism. Then we have an element 211 E 7rc2(@P; Q/Z) which makes 
the following diagram commutative up to sign: 
Here, EiG = CiE A S(G) f or a spectrum E and the Moore spectrum S(G) for G = Q 
and Q/Z, and thus SiG = CiS(G) for the sphere spectrum S. Let hKo : $.-) -+ 
KO*(-) be the KO-theory Hurewicz homomorphism. Then, by Proposition 2(ii), 
i*hKo(zlt) = i*(w). Since j* : KOp2(CP; Q) + KOe2(W; Q) is injective, we have a 
unique element 
v E KO-2(@P;Q) with j*(V) = hKo(ul) -w, 
and the following is satisfied: 
(4) 
Lemma 3. 
(i) p;z(V) = hKO(til) E KOp2(@P; Q/Z) for pz : KOW2Q + KO-2Q/Z. 
(ii> c(V) = t(X - l%(l + X)), 
Xlog(1 +X) 
proof. Since ,Q(w) = 0 and j* : KOp2(@P; Q/Z) + KOp2(W;Q/Z) is injec- 
tive, (i) follows from (4) immediately. For the K-theory Hurewicz homomorphism 
hK : r,‘(W;Q) + K-2(W; Q), we have hK(ul) = U&X/ log(1 + X), because 
ch(hK(ut)) = U, K = h lJKX/log(l + X)) by Lemma l(iii) and ch is injective. c( w 
Then by (4) and Proposition 2(iii), j*(c(V)) = c(hKo(ul) - w) = hK(uI) - U$ = 
U~(X/log(l +X) - 1). S’ mce U_K,t-‘X = j*(l) in K’(@P-I), U$t-‘X = 0 and 
U&t-*Xi = j*(Xi-‘) for i 3 2. Thus, 
j*(c(v)) = j’@(X - log(1 + X))/Xlog(l +X)), 
and (ii) follows since j* is injective. 0 
We need an element of KO* (CP; Q) which IS in a sense a logarithm function in 
the KO-theory. Let T: K + KO be the realification, Y = r(X) E KOO(CP) and 
61 = r(t -‘X) E K02(@P). Define 
jj, E K02(cP, Q) 
3 i (5) 
where sinh-‘(T) = log(T + Jm) is the inverse of the formal power expansion of 
sinh(T) = (e* - e- T)/2 on the variable T. Then we have the following. 
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Lemma 4. c(L(Y)) = t-’ lOg(l + X) E K2(@P; 0). 
Proof. Since ph(Y) = ch(X + X) = (eZi2 - e--2/2)2 = (2sinh(~/2))~, 
ph sinhh’ (n/2) 
e/2 > = 2sinGz/2) ’ 
ph( dm) = es/2 + e-s/2. 
Also, ph(vt) = ch(X - x) = 2sinh(z). Thus, ph(L(Y)) = z = ch(t-’ log(1 + X)), 
and we have the required equality since ch is injective. 0 
Remark. Let S(T) = (n/2)/ sinhh’(8/2). Then V of (4) is represented explicitly 
as follows: 
v+ ___-- ( SW 1 $iTT 2 ) V-1 for V-1 = r(tX) E KG-‘(CP). 
2. Factorization 
Now, we discuss the factorization of the reduced double S’-transfer map 72 = 
7 A 7: CP A C.P + S-*. Hereafter, spectra under consideration are all assumed to 
be localized at 2. Let $ = $’ - 1 : KO + KO be the stable Adams operation. Then the 
spectrum Ad is defined to be the fiber of $, and thus we have a cofibering 
Ad---Z, KO L KO. (6) 
As in (3), we use the notation EiG to denote the G-coefficient E-spectrum CiE A S(G). 
Let BP be the Brown-Peterson spectrum, and refer to [12] for the BP-theory. Ac- 
cording to [ 11 ,S], the chromatic filtration is realized geometrically as follows: The spectra 
Ni (i > 0) are defined inductively, starting with No = So, by putting Ni+l to be the 
cofiber of the localization li : IV, --+ Mi = LiNi with respect to the vZT’BP,-homology; 
then the connecting maps &+t : N~+I + IV, realize the chromatic filtration 
61 62 . - C-*N2 - C-‘N, 61 So. (7) 
We need the following facts: the sequence NO + MO + N1 is identified with the cofiber 
sequence So + S”Q -+ S”Q/Z as in (3), and the sequence Nt -+ Ml t Nz is identified 
with the cofiber sequence 
hAd SOQ/Z B 
- 
Ad oQ/Z A Ad oQ/lZ. 63) 
- 
Here, hAd is the Ad-theory Hurewicz map, Ad = Ad/S’, and p the reduction. 
The diagram (9) explains the notations to be used, and we shall take the following 
procedure to construct the factorization of 55: First, in (11) and (12), an element U E 
KOp4(@P A W; Q) is defined, which makes the left-hand triangle in (9) commutative; 
next, by Proposition 6 and Corollary 7, ;ii gives ~2 E Adp4(@P A W; Q/Z), which 
makes the right-hand triangle in (9) commutative; last, ~2 gives rise to the required map 
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~2 : @P A @P + Cp4N2 which makes the upper two squares in (9) commutative up to 
sign. The commutativity of the right square of (9) and the right triangle of (3) give the 
required factorization 72 = 7( 1 A 7) = St S~Q, which is stated in Theorem 8. 
(9) 
-- 
Here, KO = KO/S’, 7 : N2 = Ad + KO is the map induced from j : Ad --+ KO, and 
p : KO + KO denotes the reduction. We remark that the explicit formula of U in (11) 
and (12) is important in the study of the transfer homomorphism 
(72)* : 7rZ(@P A CP) t 7T;+2(so) 
treated later. 
Now, we enter into the details. Let gi E K04i g Z be the generator and a(i) = 1 
(respectively 2) if i is even (respectively odd). For the Bernoulli number Bi E Q defined 
by the equation z/(eZ - 1) = Ci>o(Bi/i!)zi, we put 
BE0 = _ hi gi 
z - E K04i 63 Q (2i)! a(i) 
and @F = $ ti E K2i g Q. (10) 
Let K*(@P,OO A CP,oO) = K*[[Xl , X2]] and KO*(CPom A @Porn) = KO*[[Y, , Yz]], 
where Xi for i = 1,2 denotes the K-theory Euler class of < and Yi = r(t-‘Xi). 
Since j’ : KO*(CP; Q) -+ KO*(W; Q) is injective, we regard KO*(@PACP; Q) as a 
subgroup of KO*(@P A W; Q), and define the element h(Yt , Yz) E KOp4(@P A W; Q) 
to be 
h(Yl,Y2) = c $&+ &=$;oL(yt)2i-’ @ qy2)2j-‘, (11) 
i,j>O 
where L(Yi) for i = 1,2 is the element as in (5). Then, we define 
U = V LZI w + h(Yl, Y2) E KO-4(@P A W; Q) (12) 
for the elements V of (4) and w of Proposition 2. Analogously, for the complex K-theory, 
we put LK (Xi) = t-’ log( 1 + Xi) and define 
h@(X,, X2) = (i’ A q* ( c gy-+ Bfqvqx,)i-’ @a Lyxp > 1 (13) i,j>O 
V@ = (i’ A a)* 
( 
t 
Xl -bdl +X1) 





in Ke4(CP A W; Q), where i’ and l are the maps in (1). 
Lemma 5. c(G) = & + h@(Xl, X2) E Kp4(@P A W; Q). 
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Proof. We notice that c(fifO) = gg by d fi ‘t’ e m ion, and c(L(Y,)) = LK(Xi) by 
Lemma 4. Since B1 = -l/2 and &+I = 0 for k > 0, 
h@(X,,X2) = (i’ Ai)” ( c (~)B~B~L~(x,)2’-’ @ LK(xp1) 
i,j>o 
in Ke4(@P A W; Q), and thus c(h(Yl,Yz)) = &(X1, X2). By Proposition 2(iii) and 
Lemma 3(ii), c(V @ w) = vc, and we have the required equality. 0 
The following is essential in our construction, where $ = $’ - I : KOe4Q + KOp4Q 
is the stable Adams operation and in : KO --+ KOQ is the canonical inclusion: 
Proposition 6. The element k E KOp4(@P A W; Q) satisjes the following: 
(i) (1 A i)*(G) = V E KOm2(CP; Q) f or th e inclusion i : ,!T2 + W, and 
(ii> $(U) E Image[iQ : KOp4(@P A W) + KOp4(CP A W; Q)]. 
Proof. (i) follows from the definition of U, because i*(w) = 1 by Proposition 2(ii) and 
(1 A i)*h(x , y2) = 0. In order to prove (ii), we first consider c+(G). Then, by Lemma 5 
and some straightforward calculation, we see that 
c+(Z) = c( (w - +“(w)) @ @(uJ)) E c~~(KO-~(@P A W)), 
where 
w - $J~(w) E Image[j* : KOp2(@P) -+ KOe2(W)] 
and we can regard it as an element of KOm2(@P). Since 
c: KO-4(@P A W; Q) + K-4(CP A W; Q) 
is injective, we have +(G) E ~Q(KO-~(CP A W)), which completes the proof. 0 
Corollary 7. There is an element u2 E AC4(CP A W; Q/Z) satisfying 
(i) (1 A i)*(u2) = hAd(til) in Ade2(CP; Q/Z) (see (3)for Cl) and 
(ii> j*(u2) = m(U). 
Proof. Proposition 6(ii) means Qpz(G) = 0, and thus there is an element 
u2 E AC4(@P A W;Q/Z) with j+(~2) = pz(G) 
as in (ii). By Proposition 6(i) and Lemma 3(i), (1 A i)*pz(‘;;) = pz(V) = ~L~O(ZL~) = 
j*hAd(U1). Then, it holds that j*( 1 Ai)* = j*(hAd(iil)), and thus we have (i), since 
j, : Ad-2 (CP; Q/Z) + KOp2(@P; Q/Z) is injective. q 
By Corollary 7(i), ii1 and u:! create maps from the cofiber sequence 
@PAS-~-+@PAW+CPA@P-+@PAS-~ 
to the cofiber sequence 
--4 
S-~Q/Z + Ad-4Q/Z -+ Ad Q/Z = T4N2 -+ S-“Q/z, 
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and thus we have the required map G2 : @P A U’ + Cp4N2 which makes the upper 
two squares of (9) commutative up to sign. Thus, we have completed the proof of the 
next theorem. 
Theorem 8. We have a factorization 72 TX 61Sy& of 72 through Nz, and U2 satisjies 
(1 r\j)*(tiz) = p(zlz) and (1 Aj)*(j&) = ppz(;ii), where U is given in (12). 
Now, we investigate the image of the transfer homomorphism (72)* = (7~)~ : T~(CPA 
W(2) --+ 7c+2 (S’)(2) by applying the factorization of Theorem 8. Let F be a complex 
oriented ring spectrum, that is, an F-theory Euler class Z? E F2(cP) of < is given. In 
[lo], the Bernoulli numbers B,,(F) c FzT1 @Q associated to xF are defined. In particular, 
for the K-theory Euler class IC~ = t-IX, we have &(K) = (-l)“n!BE. We put 
u = ~jj’l~2 : @P A aI.P + K 
4 - - 
Q/Z, where C: KO + K is given by the complexification 
c, and consider the induced homomorphism U, : F, (@P A CP) + T.;T+~(K A F; Q/Z). 
Then, by the method developed in [7,8,10] and using Lemma 5, we obtain 
Proposition 9. For any i 3 1 and ,j 3 1, 
U* (($)i @ (&j) = B;+;(;) B;,+;(;) _ 3i,:‘Yj3(‘_-l 1) By+‘:” By;(;) 
For the Brown-Peterson spectrum BP localized at 2, we put 
Hip(-) = Extg,_,,(BP,,BP,(-)). 
Then, generators of Hg,(@P A @P) are given by Knapp [9] and Schwarz (see [3]), and 
Hip(&) and (6162)~ : HLp(Nz) t Hgp(So) are explicitly described by Shimomura 
[13] and Ravenel [12]. Thus, the image of (al)* : Hi,(@Pr\@P) + WLp(N2) with in- 
determinacy Ker(Ej), is determined by Proposition 9. We can compute (bi&)*(Ker($,) 
in low dimensions, and in this way we can establish the image of (Q)* = (?*)* = 
(br62)*(212)* in some range. 
Let CF2 c T,"(S')Q) be the subgroup whose elements are detected by 
Image[(&&)* : f$p(N) + Hi,], 
and put 
Tk = CF2 fl @Image[(rz)* : TY_~(@P A cP)p) --t T~(S~)(~~]. 
i<k 
Then, the computations mentioned above show the following: 
Theorem 10. 
where the elements ,&ij are those in 112,131. 
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